Photovoltaic power systems, consisting of solar modules, energy storage, and power management electronics, are of great importance for applications ranging from off-grid and portable power to ambient light harvesting for sensor nodes. Co-design and integration of the components using printing and coating methods on flexible substrates enable the production of effective and customizable systems for these diverse applications. In this article, we review photovoltaic module and energy storage technologies suitable for integration into flexible power systems. We discuss the design of electrical characteristics for these systems that enable them to power desired loads efficiently, as well as strategies for physically combining the components. Functions and design considerations of power management electronics are presented along with recent progress toward printed and flexible power electronics. We analyze both hybrid and fully flexible photovoltaic systems and the critical role of the application in the choices of materials and architectures for the system components.
Introduction
Development of large-scale, reliable and cost-effective photovoltaic (PV) power systems is critical for achieving a sustainable energy future, as the Sun is the largest source of clean energy available to the planet [1] . Photovoltaics are also an ideal power source for remote locations without electric grid access [2] , and are of interest for numerous smaller scale applications including consumer electronics and wearable devices, as well as energy harvesting from indoor light sources for low-power applications such as sensor nodes [3] . For indoor and outdoor applications alike, creating a standalone PV system that can reliably meet the current and voltage demands of electronic loads requires the addition of energy storage and power management electronics. Energy storage devices such as batteries are necessary to manage the temporal variations in PV module output, for example due to variations in solar irradiance, as well as variations in load. Power management electronics play a number of vital roles in PV systems, including preventing overcharging and over-discharging of the battery, ensuring maximum power is being extracted from the PV module, and converting the PV module's direct current (DC) output power to alternating current (AC) or to a different DC voltage.
Typically, power management circuits consist of discrete components acquired from various manufacturers and soldered to a rigid printed circuit board (PCB). Similarly, most commercial PV modules and batteries are rigid and bulky, and the conventional PV system implementation involves connecting these disparate components with wires as shown in figure 1(a) . Over the past several years, however, flexible electronic materials and solution-based fabrication techniques have emerged as a potentially transformative set of technologies for photovoltaics, energy storage, and other electronics industries. The use of flexible materials can reduce weight, improve portability, and simplify PV system installation [4] [5] [6] , in addition to enabling entirely new applications such as wearable sensors and smart labels [7] [8] [9] [10] . Additive printing and coating techniques allow materials to be deposited over large areas at high speeds and low temperatures, enabling customizable electronic systems on plastic substrates with low cost and low embodied energy [10] [11] [12] . The successes of these technologies have inspired visions of fully printed, flexible, integrated systems such as that illustrated in figure 1(b) , in which flexible PV module and battery layers are integrated with printed power management electronics and printed load devices.
The power levels of PV systems span several orders of magnitude, from indoor energy harvesting for lowpower sensors to large-scale outdoor solar installations. These diverse applications impose varying requirements in terms of performance, cost, mechanical properties and degree of integration. As a result, reported photovoltaic system designs cover a wide spectrum from the conventional approach illustrated in figure 1(a), to hybrid approaches consisting of both printed and conventional components, to fully flexible systems resembling figure 1(b), depending on the use case.
This review will evaluate recent progress toward the vision of integrated, printed, flexible photovoltaic systems. Advances in printed and flexible photovoltaic modules, energy storage devices, and power electronic components will be reviewed. Both electrical and physical aspects of system design will be analyzed in terms of performance, manufacturing viability, and suitability for applications. Focus will be given to how the application drives design choices such as PV module and energy storage materials and structures, power management circuit topology, and the use of fully printed versus hybrid electronics. Examples of effective photovoltaic systems with varying scales and purposes will be reviewed, and major remaining roadblocks will be identified.
Photovoltaic modules
Numerous material and manufacturing process options exist for photovoltaic modules. Ideally, a photovoltaic module would be composed of abundant, inexpensive materials that provide good longterm stability and power conversion efficiency under the expected operating conditions (indoors, outdoors, or both). Manufacturing processes should be scalable to large areas and multi-cell modules at high speed, and should have minimal energy consumption and material waste. A photovoltaic module technology with these characteristics will have low cost per watt, large electricity production potential, and short energy payback time, and will therefore be most appropriate for large-scale production [13, 14] . Although applications such as integration into rigid electronic products do not require the PV module to be mechanically flexible, flexibility is beneficial in many other situations. For example, the use of flexible materials can reduce solar module weight by eliminating the need for bulky protective packaging and allow the modules to be rolled or folded for transportation. As a result, flexible solar cells are ideal for applications such as portable lighting systems in off-grid rural regions [4] and portable power for the military [15] . Flexible solar modules are advantageous for larger-scale installations and building-integrated photovoltaics because they can be installed very quickly (by simply unrolling) and can be laminated onto surfaces such as roofs and walls [5, 6, 16] . They are also of interest for powering flexible electronics such as health monitoring devices [8, 9] and smart packaging [17] because they can be located near the devices, enabling wireless operation, without compromising the system's flexibility or low profile. However, the solar industry is currently dominated by crystalline silicon, which is brittle and energy intensive to produce, and to a lesser extent the thin-film materials cadmium telluride and copper indium gallium selenide, which rely on rare elements [18] . Amorphous silicon (a-Si), organics, and perovskites are promising alternatives based on abundant and flexible materials. This section will summarize the main advantages, challenges, and recent advances in each of these technologies.
2.1. Amorphous silicon a-Si was the first thin-film PV technology to reach commercial production [19] . a-Si solar cells are typically deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition in a p-i-n structure: light is primarily absorbed in the central intrinsic region, and the built-in electric field aids in charge carrier collection. Although they have higher recombination rates and therefore lower efficiency than crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon solar cells can nevertheless have a shorter energy payback time due to the reduction in energy used to produce the cells [20] . Furthermore, the ability to manufacture a-Si solar cells at relatively low temperatures enables the use of a number of substrates, from common inexpensive plastics such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) [21] [22] [23] , to the cardboard used in food and beverage packaging [17] . A major challenge for a-Si solar cells is the Staebler-Wronski effect [24] , in which light creates defects which act as recombination centers, causing the efficiency to decrease over time until it reaches a stabilized value. This effect can be minimized by optimizing the fabrication process or by reducing the active layer thickness [19] . Since reducing thickness improves charge carrier collection efficiency but reduces absorption, it has become common practice to create multijunction a-Si devices by stacking thin individual cells. Higher efficiencies can be achieved for multijunction cells incorporating materials with different bandgaps, such as amorphous silicon-germanium alloys or microcrystalline Si, in addition to the standard a-Si, because a greater portion of the solar spectrum can be absorbed [25] . Due to their low cost and the variety of form factors available, amorphous silicon solar cells are the most common type of PV device to be integrated into consumer products [3] . Specifically, since small flexible amorphous silicon PV modules have been commercially available for years, they have been the module of choice in a number of integrated flexible energy harvesting systems, including many that will be discussed throughout this review [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
Organics
Organic photovoltaics (OPV) utilize semiconducting polymers and small molecules to form the active layer. Typically, an electron donor (usually a polymer) and an electron acceptor (usually a fullerene) are mixed in solution and cast together to form a bulk heterojunction, an interpenetrating network of donor and acceptor domains. Light absorbed in the donor generates excitons, which must diffuse to an interface with the acceptor where, assisted by the difference in electron affinity of the two materials, they split into free holes in the donor and free electrons in the acceptor. The bulk heterojunction structure enables the active layer to simultaneously have sufficient thickness for light absorption (∼100 nm) and domain sizes small enough (∼10 nm) for efficient exciton collection [35] . Due to the very small thickness required for light absorption, OPVs can be fabricated with total thickness (including the substrate) less than 2 μm [36, 37] , which is appealing for portable and wearable applications where weight must be minimized. Additionally, the chemical structure of OPV active materials can be customized to achieve a desired color, and the film thickness can be customized to produce semitransparent solar cells, making OPVs ideal for aesthetic and building-integrated applications [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . OPVs have demonstrated similar maximum efficiencies to amorphous silicon cells in sunlight, in the range of 10%-11% [45] , and can offer higher performance under indoor lighting [46, 47] . Furthermore, due to the low embodied energy of solutionprocessed carbon-based materials, OPV have the potential for energy payback times on the order of a few months, among the best of PV technologies [14] .
Improvement of OPV performance and manufacturing scalability is ongoing. For example, there has been a great effort to replace the incumbent transparent electrode material used in OPVs, indium tin oxide, with low-cost, high-conductivity, flexible and solution-processable alternatives such as metal grid/conducting polymer composites [48] , carbon nanotube networks [49, 50] , or silver nanowire networks [51] . Vacuum deposited low work function metals, typically used as the electron collecting electrode, are also being replaced with electrodes based on solution-processed organic materials [52] or metal oxides [53] , enabling fully solution processed devices [39, 42, [54] [55] [56] . Efficiency and stability, which have historically been poorer for OPVs than for most other PV technologies, are being improved through the design of new active layer and contact materials; as well as new architectures such as tandem cells and modules with high geometric fill factors [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Due to these improvements, many monolithically integrated flexible OPV modules have been achieved using roll-to-roll or roll-to-roll-compatible coating processes [6, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . The state of the art includes small modules with efficiency surpassing 3% [69, 70] , as shown in figures 2(a), (b), and high-voltage modules with areas in the tens of square meters [6, 67] , as shown in figures 2(c), (d).
Perovskites
Despite being the newest of the PV technologies reviewed here, perovskite solar cells have yielded the highest efficiencies, with several recent examples of 18% efficiency or higher [72] [73] [74] . Perovskite solar cells evolved from dye-sensitized solar cells, which combine a light-absorbing material with mesoporous TiO 2 for electron collection [75] . Unlike conventional dyesensitized solar cells, perovskite solar cells are solidstate devices, and typically utilize organometal lead trihalide perovskites as the absorbing layer along with an organic hole transporting layer.
As with organic solar cells, a great deal of research is taking place in order to improve the viability of perovskite solar cells for commercialization and integration. One thrust of perovskite solar cell research is to improve the stability and eliminate the hysteresis in the current-voltage characteristics that has plagued many early perovskite solar cells [74, [76] [77] [78] . Another is to fabricate cells at low temperatures [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] enabling the use of inexpensive, flexible plastic substrates [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . Several of the lessons learned from OPV development have also been useful for perovskite solar cells, such as the use of scalable processes for coating the active layers from solution [77, 93, 94] . Many active layer and contact materials developed for OPV have also been employed as electron or hole collecting layers in perovskite solar cells [74, [84] [85] [86] [94] [95] [96] [97] . Efforts to improve the health and environmental aspects of perovskite solar cells include producing the lead perovskite material from recycled leadacid car batteries [98] and replacing it altogether with lead-free, tin-based materials [99] [100] [101] . In the past two years, a number of small perovskite solar modules have been demonstrated [78, 95, 96, [102] [103] [104] . Recently, a flexible perovskite solar module was demonstrated by Di Giacomo et al [105] . Although power conversion efficiencies of ∼10% have been achieved for small individual flexible perovskite solar cells, further optimization is needed to reach the same performance levels with larger-area flexible modules, which are currently on par with OPV modules, as illustrated in figure 3.
Energy storage
Energy storage is a vital component of a PV system. Solar irradiance is variable and often unpredictable during the day, and entirely unavailable at night. Many loads, on the other hand, require a constant amount of power, or must operate at night, as in the case of lighting. Other loads, such as sensor nodes, often require relatively large pulses of current for sensor operation or data transmission, with periods of much lower power consumption in between. A PV module sized to meet the sensor node's peak demand would be underutilized at non-peak times. Electrochemical energy storage devices such as batteries and supercapacitors address these issues by storing excess energy during periods of high irradiance or light load and releasing that energy as needed at a later time. Both batteries and supercapacitors can be produced in flexible form factors using scalable coating techniques, and are therefore of great interest for flexible power systems [12, [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] . This section will briefly compare flexible battery and supercapacitor technologies and provide some guidelines for the selection of appropriate energy storage devices for flexible PV systems.
An ideal energy storage device for applications in flexible PV systems would have a high specific energy (Wh l -1 or Wh kg -1 ) so that sufficient energy storage capacity can be achieved in a thin, flexible form factor. The device would retain its capacity over a large number of charge-discharge cycles, so that it can function over the long term to offset daily variation of PV output as well as second-or minute-scale changes in load. It would also have high energy efficiency and low cost. Charge/discharge rate capability, usually defined by the highest charge or discharge rate the device can experience without a substantial drop in capacity or efficiency, is often an important figure of merit as well. Energy storage device architectures with high rate capability allow the peak PV current to be accepted and peak load current to be provided efficiently without necessarily requiring a large capacity. Lithium-ion batteries are the industry leader for portable electronics due to their high specific energy, high energy efficiency, and long lifetime [112] . They are also beginning to replace lead-acid batteries in offgrid PV energy storage and nickel metal hydride (NiMH) batteries in electric and hybrid vehicles, despite their higher up-front cost, due to these characteristics and the potential for cost reduction as production scales up [113] . Lithium-ion batteries have also received a great deal of attention for integration into flexible electronic systems, and numerous lithium batteries have been demonstrated recently in planar flexible [27, 33, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] and stretchable [125] [126] [127] [128] forms as well as in the form of flexible wires or fibers [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] for such applications. Thin active layers tend to provide higher rate capability and greater mechanical flexibility, but at the cost of a lower capacity per unit area. Efforts are therefore under way to design batteries with simultaneously high capacity, rate capability and flexibility, for example through the use of nanostructured active materials [123] and current collectors [122] . While many state-of-the-art battery architectures are demonstrated on small (few cm 2 ) areas, Kim et al developed larger-area (25 cm 2 ) flexible lithium-ion batteries based on textile electrodes and explored the integration of these batteries into higher-voltage multi-cell modules [134] . battery is exposed to sunlight, and reported a decline in capacity of 23% after 10 cycles. Further investigation is therefore necessary to optimize battery performance for integration with PV modules in outdoor applications.
Alkaline chemistries such as silver-zinc and zincmanganese are non-toxic and less reactive than lithium chemistries [136] . As a result, they can be processed in air and require less robust encapsulation, and are preferable for applications such as wearables where they will come into close contact with the human body [137, 138] . Silver-zinc, zinc-manganese, and lithiumion batteries all tend to have similar practical values of specific energy, in the range of 135-150 Wh kg -1 [12] .
However, the voltage of alkaline batteries (1-2 V) is low compared to the 3.6-4.2 V range of standard lithium-ion battery chemistry, requiring multiple batteries in series [137, [139] [140] [141] or power electronics to meet the voltage needs of many loads. Rechargeable alkaline batteries have also tended to suffer from poor cycle life compared to lithium batteries [137, 142] , due to irreversible processes such as migration of silver ions and zinc dendrite formation. However, these issues can be mitigated through the optimization of the electrolyte and separator materials [138, 143] . Imprint Energy has recently developed printed flexible zinc-manganese batteries based on solid polymer electrolytes that proved to be more mechanically robust than commercial flexible lithium-ion batteries [135] . These batteries were integrated with a temperature sensor and circuitry into a flexible sensing module, as shown in figures 4(e), (f).
While state-of-the-art flexible batteries can charge and discharge as quickly as a few minutes [123] , further increasing the charge or discharge rate can lead to reduced efficiency or longevity of the battery. Supercapacitors, on the other hand, can operate more rapidly, charging and discharging completely in a few seconds [111] . They also tend to have greater cycling stability than batteries: numerous flexible supercapacitors have been reported with lifetimes of many thousands of cycles [109] . Thus, it may be practical to use a supercapacitor as the sole energy storage component for applications in which a load, such as a sensor node with a bluetooth wireless communication module, requires large pulses of current relatively frequently. However, capacitors also self-discharge more rapidly than batteries, making them unsuitable for long-term energy storage on the scale of days [135] . Combined energy storage schemes using both batteries and capacitors have therefore been proposed for many systems, so that both peak current and long-term energy storage demands can be met [2, 135, 144, 145] . Supercapacitor structures are often simpler than batteries, often consisting of carbonbased electrode materials on either side of a separator and electrolyte. This simplicity is appealing from the perspectives of manufacturing and integration, although more complex structures are also being developed that incorporate conducting polymers or metal oxides, which undergo redox reactions and greatly increase the energy density [108, 109] .
Unlike batteries, the voltage of a supercapacitor is zero when the capacitor is fully discharged. As a result, if a supercapacitor connected to a PV module is allowed to discharge completely, the operating point of the PV module will be far away from the maximum power point, and the efficiency of charging will be low until the voltage has increased again. The efficiency can be improved by not allowing the capacitor to discharge completely, thus maintaining the PV module closer to its maximum power point; however, this reduces the usable energy storage capacity of the supercapacitor. This is the case when a battery and supercapacitor are connected in parallel: the supercapacitor is maintained at the same voltage as the battery. Alternatively, power conversion electronics can be added between the PV module and supercapacitor to maximize the efficiency, as will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3.
Integrated photovoltaic power systems
The previous two sections summarized recent advances in photovoltaic module and electrochemical energy storage technologies that have enabled high performing, scalable, and flexible devices. To achieve an effective power system for a particular application, these components must be designed not only for high individual device performance but also for high performance of the complete system under the expected range of operating conditions. Power system design should also take into account any physical constraints imposed by the application, such as weight limits and flexibility or stretchability requirements. Selecting power electronics with form and function appropriate for the particular system is essential as well. Figure 5 illustrates an example design process flow for an energy harvesting and storage system. First, an energy storage device is selected based on the voltage, capacity, and mechanical requirements of the application. Then, a PV module is designed to charge the device efficiently with minimum required power electronics. The power management electronics that are still necessary, such as a blocking diode and battery protection circuit, are incorporated. Finally, solar charging performance is evaluated. This section will review in more detail the electrical design considerations and physical integration strategies of PV modules and energy storage, followed by a discussion of devices and circuits for power management and progress toward printed and flexible circuits. Examples of effective system design will be highlighted throughout.
Electrical considerations
While power electronics are beneficial in many cases, designing the system to perform well without substantial power electronics is ideal, to minimize manufacturing complexity, costs and potential points of failure. Therefore, the voltage of the power system should be designed to match the requirements of the load devices whenever possible, so that power electronics are not required to convert to the load voltage.
The PV module open-circuit voltage should be higher than the maximum voltage of the battery or supercapacitor, so that a full charge is possible. Since the open-circuit voltage of a PV module is roughly logarithmically dependent on the irradiance [146] , attention should be paid to the range of possible opencircuit voltages when designing a system that will experience a range of illumination conditions. Furthermore, the system should be designed so that the operating voltage of the PV module is as close as possible to the maximum power point, as often as possible, so that maximum power is collected. For example, if the system uses a lithium-ion battery, which has a voltage between 3.6 and 4.2 V during the charging period, the maximum power point of the PV module should be in that range. Achieving the desired PV module voltage involves selecting the appropriate number of series-connected cells; finer tuning of the voltage is also possible through selection of the active layer and contact materials.
The power flows and energy storage capacity of the system are also crucial parameters that can be designed independently of the voltage. For reliable long-term operation without additional power sources, the average power generated by the PV module must be at least equal to the average load power consumption. The energy storage capacity should also be sufficient to overcome the variability in power generation and load. For example, in an outdoor system powered by the Sun, the battery must have enough capacity to power the load during the night, and the solar module must be able to produce at least that much excess energy during the day. PV module current and battery capacity depend on the active area as well as the materials and thicknesses used for the active layers. Improvements in efficiency of thin-film PV modules and areal capacity of thin-film batteries allow these requirements to be met with smaller device footprints. In some applications, the duty cycle of the load can be varied to adjust the average power consumption depending on the amount of power available. Several recent reports on PV systems have evaluated the impact of conditions such as the light source and intensity and the PV module orientation on power output and charging rate [29-33, 145, 147-149] . Of these, several were specifically designed to power wearable health monitoring devices, and were therefore characterized under conditions they would likely experience as their wearers move around [30-33, 145, 147] . In some cases the power systems were designed concurrently with the loads, allowing more thorough optimization of power flows. Some wearable systems combining power sources and medical sensors are shown in figure 6 .
One example of such a wearable system is the SoliBand developed by Dieffenderfer et al, a healthcare platform that continuously monitors the wearer's photoplethysmogram (PPG) signal to determine heart rate and blood oxygenation [8, 145] . The power system for the SoliBand consisted of monocrystalline silicon solar cells, a lithium battery, a supercapacitor, and charge management electronics, integrated with the electronics for PPG measurement, data processing and communication into a wrist-worn device as shown in figure 6(a) . Although all the individual components were rigid, the use of flexible connections between components resulted in a system with adequate flexibility for the application of interest. The battery capacity, 20 mAh, was selected in order to provide the system's power demand of 13.7 mW for 4 h without sunlight, and the solar module was able to charge the battery in 30 min under direct sunlight or just over an hour in indirect sunlight. When minimal light was available and the battery charge was low, the system was designed to enter a power-saving mode of low duty cycle, pulse-like operation powered by the supercapacitor, with average power consumption of only 0.57 mW. Similarly, Toh et al designed a wearable sensor node to sense body temperature and transmit the data wirelessly [30] . A supercapacitor was selected as the sole energy storage device, since the load profile of the sensor node consisted of 1 s pulses of relatively high current (40 μA) during data transmission separated by 60 s periods of much lower current (1.3 μA). A flexible amorphous silicon solar module was used to charge the supercapacitor during the sleep mode, with sufficient area to recharge the supercapacitor completely between pulses under indoor lighting conditions. We have also developed a wearable system to power health monitoring devices, based on a flexible amorphous silicon PV module layered on top of a flexible lithium-ion battery [33] . Figures 6(b) , (c) show a photograph of the device and a schematic of a proposed wearable healthcare system integrating the power source and the components of a pulse oximeter. The solar module voltage was selected in order to charge the battery under either sunlight or indoor light, and the footprint of the devices was selected to provide a capacity of 48 mAh for powering a pulse oximeter. The duty cycle of the pulse oximeter, which consumed 20 mA while measuring the PPG signal and 1 mA between measurements, was chosen so that the average load current and average PV module output current would be equal, maintaining the battery at a constant state of charge as shown in figure 6(d) .
Physical integration
The initial electrical design and characterization of a solar energy harvesting and storage system can often be carried out without much attention to the physical integration and form factor of the system. For example, in such demonstrations as solar charging of a novel flexible battery with coplanar architecture [27] and charging a supercapacitor with a high-performance perovskite solar cell [150] , the solar cells and energy storage devices were simply located side by side. However, to create a viable product for a particular market or application, it is necessary to select an appropriate structure and manufacturing process for the system. There are many strategies for physically combining the components of a PV system, from manufacturing the components in individual packages and installing them in separate locations, to assembling individually manufactured flexible solar cells and storage devices into a single stack, to single multifunctional devices that perform both energy harvesting and storage simultaneously. The ideal degree of integration and flexibility depends on the requirements of the application; common objectives include maximizing power per unit area, maximizing longevity of the system, minimizing weight, or enabling customization or replacement of components.
It is often advantageous to locate the energy storage and circuitry beneath the solar module, to minimize the footprint required to produce a given amount of power. If the energy storage, solar module, and substrate for the circuitry are all flexible, the entire system can be flexible, enabling attachment to flexible or curved surfaces or integration with flexible load devices. Many flexible PV power systems have therefore been produced by fabricating the solar module, energy storage device, and circuitry using separate manufacturing lines, then laminating the layers together [29, 33, 119, 152, 153] . For example, Krebs and coworkers developed multiple designs for integrated solar-powered lamps based on in-house printed OPV modules and commercial lithium-ion batteries [4, 151, 154] . In the earliest of these designs [4] , the circuitry was printed directly onto the back of the solar module, but due to frequent misalignments and malfunctions of the circuitry, yield was low and many functional solar modules were discarded. Later designs improved yield and reduced cost by utilizing a separate substrate for the circuitry [151, 154] . Since the lamps were distributed to the public, they needed to be durable. Therefore, additional layers were added to improve mechanical robustness, such as a top overlay and a spacer with similar thickness to the battery intended to reduce strain on the battery. Figure 7 shows the complete structure and photographs of one of these solar lamps [151] . These lamination techniques are also of interest for adhering flexible PV systems onto other devices. For example, Gambier et al attached a flexible PV module and battery onto a flexible piezoelectric cantilever to produce a multifunctional energy harvesting and storage system [28] .
The choice of substrates and adhesives in these systems is very important, as their mechanical properties dictate those of the entire system. For example, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a popular adhesive material due to its high elasticity, low cost, and resistance to heat and aging [29] . Despite the use of flexible materials for each layer, multilayer structures sometimes suffer from low flexibility due to their relatively large thickness [152] . In some cases, such as the one in figure 7 , rigid layers are intentionally added, even though the active components are flexible, to ensure the system is durable [151] . In other cases, such as wearable applications, higher flexibility is desired, necessitating alternative designs such as textile substrates with designated folding points [119] . Some wearable applications even require a stretchable power system with properties similar to skin. Lee et al presented a technique to achieve such stretchable systems, in which many small, rigid devices are connected by stretchable serpentine interconnects within an ultralow-modulus elastomer and supported by a highermodulus elastomer substrate [155] . Figure 8 shows the construction of the system, including arrays of chipscale batteries and solar cells as well as a chip for power management. While the solar cell and battery arrays were initially placed side by side, the excellent stretchability of the system also allowed it to be folded in half to reduce the footprint.
Currently, the benefits of integrating a flexible battery or supercapacitor with the PV module apply primarily to consumer products, portable systems and indoor energy harvesting applications. This is because batteries tend to be sensitive to extreme temperatures and have lifespans shorter than the often-cited 20 year PV module lifespan [3, 18, 112, 113] . Thus, for largescale outdoor solar installations, which have high cost, are exposed to strong sunlight for long periods of time, and are expected to perform well for many years, it is generally preferable to locate the battery in a separate container where it can be kept away from the Sun and can be replaced independently of the solar modules. There has been some investigation of flexible battery performance at elevated temperatures, but more research and optimization is still needed before batteries are ready for reliable long-term integration into outdoor PV systems [134] . As an example of a semiintegrated design, Garcia-Valverde et al developed a portable 15 W PV system for outdoor applications as shown in figure 9 [156] . This system consisted of a flexible OPV module that could be rolled around a plastic cylinder for transport; inside the cylinder was a rigid battery pack and power management electronics on a rigid circuit board. The battery's location underneath the circuit board kept it shaded from direct sunlight, but the product design was nevertheless userfriendly and free of external wiring.
These heterogeneous integration approaches allow a great deal of freedom in the fabrication processes, as the processing conditions of one device do not need to be compatible with the other devices, and allow each component to be optimized independently for highest performance. On the other hand, there is also great interest in leveraging printing and coating techniques to build the energy harvesting and storage devices onto the same substrate, or deposit one device directly onto the other [111, [157] [158] [159] . These approaches could potentially improve the flexibility and weight of the completed power system, since the components are not encapsulated separately, as well as the simplicity of manufacturing and ease of use. For example, Singh et al developed a process to spray-coat a lithium-ion battery onto a number of substrates, including metal foils, ceramic tiles, and plastic sheets [160] . A solar power system was demonstrated by gluing a solar module onto the spray-coated battery on a ceramic tile substrate, but in theory the battery could be sprayed directly onto the solar module instead. In Ye et al, sputtering was used to deposit the layers of a solid-state lithium battery onto the back of an amorphous silicon solar module [161] . Wee et al built a supercapacitor on top of an organic solar cell by dropcasting a carbon nanotube network electrode onto the completed solar cell, then stacking a polymer electrolyte film and a free-standing carbon nanotube electrode on top [162] . There have also been numerous reports of integrated energy harvesting and storage devices (often called photo-rechargeable devices) in which a dye-or quantum dot-sensitized solar cell and energy storage device are built on opposite sides of a shared electrode [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] . The shared-electrode configuration has been shown to reduce the series resistance, compared to externally connected devices [162] . The non-shared electrodes of the solar cell and energy storage device are shorted together, thus creating a parallel connection. In addition to these planar integrated structures, several fiber-or wire-shaped energy harvesting and storage systems have been demonstrated, in which the same conductive fiber or wire substrate is coated with photovoltaic and energy storage materials in a side-by-side [174] [175] [176] [177] [178] or coresheath [179] arrangement. These systems are of particular interest for wearable applications as they can potentially be woven into electronic textiles. Additional integrated energy harvesting and storage solutions include two-electrode photoelectrochemical cells that generate and store charge in light-induced redox reactions at both electrodes [180] and integration of ferroelectric materials into photovoltaic cells for energy storage [181, 182] .
Although these novel photo-rechargeable devices are promising in many respects, several challenges remain before they become viable for use on a large scale. First, the use of shared electrodes greatly constrains the design of the system, as the shared layer must perform well as both a solar cell electrode and a battery or supercapacitor electrode. The architecture and material choice for the other layers of the solar cell and energy storage device must also be compatible with the shared layer. For example, most of the integrated photo-rechargeable devices reported to date have utilized a dye-sensitized solar cell and a supercapacitor because both rely on similar nanostructured electrodes. Second, nearly all of the photo-rechargeable devices consist of a single solar cell and a single energy storage device, and as a result the voltage is limited to the open-circuit voltage of the solar cell. The voltage can be increased by connecting several photorechargeable devices in series [172] . However, fabricating the solar module and battery separately allows the use of battery chemistries with higher voltages than that of a single solar cell, enabling higher energy density than the fully integrated photo-rechargeable devices. The solar module can then be produced with the ideal number of series-connected cells to charge that battery. A few higher-voltage photo-rechargeable devices have been demonstrated, through the use of tandem solar cells and series-connected solar cells. Wee et al connected two organic solar cells in series, one of which was used as the substrate for the fabrication of a supercapacitor, allowing the voltage to be doubled [162] . The structure and charge-discharge characteristics of this 1 V device are shown in figures 10(a)-(c). Guo et al developed a 3 V photorechargeable device as shown in figures 10(d)-(f), in which two tandem solar cells were connected in series to charge a lithium-ion battery [167] . One of the solar cells shared the common electrode with the battery, while the other was separated from the common electrode using an insulating polymer layer. However, the need for the additional insulating layers and differing orientations of the solar cells resulted in a highly complex structure. Finally, the direct parallel connection between solar cell and energy storage used in nearly all the photo-rechargeable devices is often presented as an advantage due to its simplicity. For most applications, though, it is preferable to include some amount of electronics between the PV module and energy storage to maintain each in its optimal voltage range and maximize the stored energy. Figure 9 . Photographs of a rollable solar charger, in which a flexible OPV module can be wrapped around a cylinder containing a rigid battery and power management electronics. Reprinted from [156] , copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
Electronics for power management
In many lab-scale demonstrations of PV modules used with energy storage devices, the two components are connected directly to each other without any additional electronics, in order to prove the viability of a novel component architecture or the physical integration scheme for the components. However, power management electronics are necessary to transform these proofs of concept into robust systems that operate safely and efficiently under time-varying conditions. Functions of power management electronics include protecting batteries from over-charging or over-discharging, ensuring maximum power is extracted from the PV module even as illumination or load conditions change, and converting from the output power characteristics of the PV system to the requirements of the load. Characteristics such as amount of power, type of energy storage device, and variability of illumination conditions determine which types of power management electronics are needed. Figure 11 illustrates the common types of power management electronics in their respective locations in the system.
A blocking diode, the most basic addition to a PV system, is a diode connected in series between the PV module and the energy storage device. It allows current to flow out of the PV module but prevents discharge of the energy storage device into the PV module in the absence of light. Blocking diodes are therefore necessary in any system that may be in the dark at times. As a result, even systems without any other power management electronics usually include a blocking diode [4, 26, 27, 33, 119, 151, 161, 183] . In these systems, the PV module should be designed with a slightly higher voltage to account for the forward-bias voltage drop of the blocking diode, which is usually on the order of several tenths of a volt. In low-voltage systems, the power loss resulting from this voltage drop can be significant, but in higher-voltage systems it is negligible. Some systems have used an LED as the blocking diode, so the user can visually monitor whether the battery is charging [27, 119] . Alternatively, an additional rectifying barrier layer incorporated directly into the PV module may perform the same function without requiring an external diode [184] .
When multiple PV cells or modules are connected in series, and one or more of the cells is shaded, the current through the entire array is limited by the current of the shaded cell. As a result, diodes can also be connected in parallel with each cell, allowing current to bypass that cell if it becomes shaded. Bypass diodes are most common in large-area systems, where it is likely that the irradiance will vary over the area of the PV array. Switched-capacitor voltage balancing is an active approach that offers the potential for higher energy collection efficiency than bypass diodes [185] . This technique takes advantage of the fact that while the current at the maximum power point depends strongly on irradiance, the voltage at the maximum power point varies only slightly. A string of capacitors and transistors is used alongside the string of PV cells or modules; the transistors act as switches alternately connecting each capacitor in parallel with one PV cell or its neighbor. The switched capacitors provide an alternate path for any mismatch in current between the cells, and also maintain all of the cells at the same voltage, allowing near-maximum power to be extracted from each cell. Since the switched-capacitor approach is more complex than bypass diodes, it is of most interest for large-scale systems where the avoided power losses are greatest.
In systems that include batteries, electronics known as battery management or charge controllers are important to maximize battery performance, longevity and safety. Batteries generally have a maximum voltage corresponding to a full charge, and a minimum voltage corresponding to the fully discharged state; beyond these values irreversible damage can occur. The simplest form of battery management is a zener diode in parallel with the battery [154] . The zener diode turn-on voltage should be equal to the maximum allowable battery voltage, thus ensuring that the battery voltage never surpasses that value. Additional functions of battery management include disconnecting the load if the battery voltage reaches a set minimum value (indicating that the battery has become fully discharged), and charging the battery using a specified charging profile. In constant currentconstant voltage charging, for example, the battery is charged with constant current until it reaches its maximum voltage, then maintained at that voltage until the current decays to zero. Constant current-constant voltage charging allows the battery to be charged completely, at a higher rate than simple constant-current charging, without exceeding the voltage limits [12] . If the illumination conditions and load profile are very predictable, the sizes of the solar module and battery can potentially be designed so that the battery will never become fully charged or fully discharged, making battery management un-necessary. However, if the load or illumination are variable, or if fast charging is desired, battery management is an important addition to a PV system. DC-DC converters, circuits that convert from one DC voltage to another, have several potential applications in PV systems. First, the voltage of a system containing batteries or supercapacitors varies depending on the current and state of charge. If a load requires a constant voltage, or one that is not a multiple of the individual battery voltage, a DC-DC converter is needed. For example, organic circuits and light-emitting devices often require a voltage somewhat higher than that of a single lithium battery [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] . It can also be advantageous to print solar modules with very high voltages of hundreds to thousands of volts, to simplify assembly and minimize resistive losses, then convert to a lower voltage for use by loads [6, 67, 156] . A DC-DC converter can also be used to ensure that a PV module is operating at its maximum power point regardless of the battery or supercapacitor voltage or load impedance; this type of circuit is called a maximum power point tracker (MPPT). In general, DC-DC converter circuits consist of switches (implemented with transistors or diodes), passive components (inductors and/or capacitors) that perform short-term energy storage, and a control system. Figure 12 shows three common DC-DC converter circuits: the boost converter (a), which increases voltage; the buck converter (b), which decreases voltage; and a switched-capacitor voltage doubler, also known as a charge pump (c). In the buck and boost converters, a control system determines the duty cycle of the switches, which sets the conversion ratio, while in switched-capacitor converters the conversion ratio depends on the circuit topology. Depending on the control system, the same basic circuit design can be used to achieve different objectives, such as regulating the output voltage to a constant value, regulating the input voltage to a constant value, or maximizing the output power.
The efficiency of a maximum power point tracking circuit depends on what control algorithm is used, as well as the losses in the circuit components. Indirect MPPT approaches such as constant voltage and fractional open circuit voltage are desirable for small and portable systems, because fewer and smaller components can be used, potentially reducing cost and facilitating integration [191] . However, direct MPPT schemes such as the perturb-and-observe and incremental conductance methods tend to have higher efficiency and versatility [192] . Thus, when considering MPPT strategies for a given PV system, it is important to consider the expected efficiencies with MPPT circuits of varying complexity as well as with no MPPT at all. Since battery voltages tend to vary over a relatively small range (typically 10%-15%) during charging [12, 107, 110, 138] , the PV module can be maintained close to its maximum power point simply by choosing a battery with appropriate voltage. For low-cost, lowpower systems, the best option may be to connect the PV module and battery directly with no MPPT, allowing cost and complexity to be minimized [193] . For large systems, on the other hand, a MPPT circuit is more desirable because the potential power loss due to the varying battery voltage is more significant, the losses in the power electronic components are less significant by comparison, and the cost of highperformance components is more easily justified. MPPT circuits can be even more advantageous in systems that use supercapacitors, because supercapacitor voltage ranges tend to be greater than those of batteries. When a supercapacitor is discharged, its voltage is zero, meaning a PV cell connected directly will be very far from its maximum power point. For this reason, the energy conversion and storage efficiency of solar supercapacitor charging has typically been about half of the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell [170, 172, 176] . Using a MPPT circuit to convert from the solar cell maximum power point voltage to the supercapacitor voltage could greatly increase the efficiency of this process.
Finally, PV systems may also include inverters, which convert from DC to AC power. An inverter is necessary if a system is connected to the grid, or used to power loads that are designed to plug into wall outlets. AC power is also of interest for wireless sensors because it can be transmitted wirelessly through coupled inductors, capacitors, or antennas, avoiding the need for physical connection between energy harvesting and load devices [34] . Like DC-DC converters, inverters often use a combination of transistors and passive components: the transistors are switched to generate an AC waveform, and the passive components filter the waveform to create a sinusoid with minimal distortion.
Printed and flexible power electronics
Integration of power management electronics into flexible energy harvesting and storage systems can be accomplished through the use of conventional rigid components on flexible substrates, flexible components, or some combination of the two. Flexible printed circuit boards (flex-PCB) are an established technology in which conventional surface-mount technology (SMT) components are attached using solder to photolithographically patterned coppercoated flexible plastic substrates. To fabricate a complex circuit such as MPPT, many components are soldered to the flex-PCB; as long as the components are relatively small and sparsely populated, the system remains flexible [29, 30] . The highly conductive copper interconnects and compatibility with SMT components such as silicon integrated circuits (ICs) allow power electronics with high efficiency at high power levels to be achieved in flex-PCB technology. For example, Acanski et al demonstrated a MPPT circuit on flex-PCB with 87% efficiency at a power of 100 W, to be integrated into flexible PV panels [194] . Small and low-profile SMT packages (2.2 mm thick or less) were selected for all of the components to minimize bulk and maximize flexibility. The most challenging component to implement in such a low profile SMT package is usually the inductor, a critical part of many DC-DC converters. As a result, several planar spiral inductors for power electronics have been developed, using the PCB copper layers for the windings [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] . Several of these designs have incorporated magnetic cores, either by screen printing [195, 197] or laminating [194, 196] layers of magnetic materials onto the spirals.
As an alternative to flex-PCB, conductive materials can be printed directly onto plastic substrates to form the pads and interconnects. A number of techniques exist for attaching SMT components to printed pads at low temperature, including isotropically and anisotropically conductive tapes and metal-filled epoxies [199] . These techniques combined with the low curing temperature of many printable conductors enable the use of less expensive substrates with lower melting points, such as PET and PEN, in place of the polyimide that is typically used in flex-PCBs. Printing can also be employed to fabricate circuits directly on the back of a solar module [4] . Since printing processes are additive, they can potentially reduce process complexity and material waste compared to subtractive processes such as the etching of flex-PCBs [200] . Furthermore, since many types of electronic materials can be printed, including conductors, dielectrics, semiconductors, and magnetic materials, there is interest in using printing to deposit the power electronic components themselves in addition to the interconnects [191] . Since many devices require the same materials, such as metal contacts, multiple components of a circuit can be printed simultaneously, allowing the entire circuit to be produced with a minimum number of steps by a single manufacturer. Replacing SMT components with printed thin-film components could also reduce weight and volume and improve the mechanical flexibility of the circuit.
Passive components-inductors, capacitors, and resistors-play important roles in DC-DC converters, as seen in figure 12 . Inductors and capacitors act as short-term energy storage elements in buck and boost converters and switched-capacitor converters, respectively, enabling the voltage conversion to take place. Capacitors additionally filter out voltage ripples in both types of converters. Resistor networks are used to measure voltages and currents, providing feedback to the control system in order to regulate the conversion ratio. To date, printed and flexible passive components have most often been designed for applications in radio frequency (RF) data transmission or energy harvesting [7, [201] [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] . However, in a few recent works, printed and flexible passive components have been designed specifically for power electronics [211, 212] . For example, we have developed screenprinted flexible inductors, capacitors, and resistors, as shown in figure 13(a) , focusing primarily on the design of the inductor fabrication process and geometry to minimize resistive losses [211] . An inductor and two resistors were integrated into a boost converter with an IC to light organic LEDs at a constant voltage of 5 V using a flexible lithium-ion battery as the power source, as shown in figure 13(b) . The converter with the printed components gave up to 90% of the efficiency of a converter with all SMT components ( figure 13(c) ). Van Tassell et al developed flexible capacitors based on a spray-coated high-k composite dielectric of barium titanate nanocrystals in an organic matrix [212] . These capacitors outperformed off-theshelf capacitors in terms of both power density and cost, and were integrated into a 15 W switched-capacitor DC-DC converter with up to 90% efficiency. A photograph of the converter, consisting of two capacitors and an IC on a flexible substrate, is shown in figures 13(d) , and (e) compares the performance of the circuit with the flexible capacitors versus off-the-shelf ceramic capacitors.
Diodes are used in PV systems as blocking diodes, bypass diodes, and components of DC-DC converters. As for the passive components, RF energy harvesting applications have spurred the development of a number of flexible thin-film diodes [204-207, 213, 214] . Since the output voltage of a simple RF rectifying antenna is lower than that required by some applications, voltage multiplying charge pump circuits have been integrated into some of the energy harvesters. For example, voltage tripling circuits have been developed based on printed polyaniline/ZnO Schottky diodes [204] and printed ZnO/Al Schottky diodes [205] . 4x voltage multiplying charge pumps have also been demonstrated, using diodes based on printed poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [214] , a common active layer material for OPVs, and poly(triarylamine) [206] . Although the focus of these works has been on AC-DC converters, the same basic printed diode structures are also of interest for DC-DC charge pumps [206] . Additionally, since solar cells themselves behave as diodes in the dark, Steim et al explored the use of organic bypass diodes integrated into organic PV modules [215] . The diodes utilized exactly the same materials and structure as the solar cells, but were intentionally shaded. By characterizing the solar module power output with one cell shaded, the authors found the organic bypass diodes to be just as effective as conventional Si or GaAs diodes, but with a greatly simplified manufacturing process.
While printed passive components [211, 212] and organic bypass diodes [215] have been demonstrated with similar performance to their conventional SMT counterparts in low-power systems, the same has not been true for thin-film transistors (TFTs). Fundamental limitations, such as the limited mobility of disordered materials, as well as processing challenges, such as the difficulty of achieving short channel lengths and thin gate dielectrics with high yield by printing, limit the performance of TFTs. As a result, TFTs are generally characterized by high on-resistance and limited operating frequency, and remain the largest hurdle toward high-performing fully printed or thin-film power electronics. Nevertheless, several works have begun to explore the use of TFTs in power electronics. For example, Ng et al used printed organic TFTs in a voltage multiplier to boost the voltage of pulses to switch organic memory cells [216] . Pastorelli et al designed high-current printed P3HT TFTs for powering an electrochromic display, using an organic solar module as the power source [217] . The TFTs could support a current as high as 45 mA, but only with gate and source-drain voltages of 30 V each; when the source-drain voltage was reduced to 2 V, the current decreased correspondingly. Marien et al developed several circuits, including a DC-DC converter, using organic TFTs based on pentacene on plastic foil [218, 219] . A switched-capacitor DC-DC converter topology was chosen because inductor-based converters would require lower on-resistance for the TFTs, as well as a large amount of space for the inductor. The first version of the converter operated at a low frequency of 100 Hz and had a conversion efficiency of only 5% [218] . In the second design, the dimensions of the transistors and capacitors were modified, and the voltage drop under load was reduced somewhat [219] . Although the current carrying capability was still very low (∼10 nA), this result highlights one of the benefits of using TFTs for integrated power electronics: the transistor structure can be re-designed during production to optimize performance or meet changing requirements. Hong et al took advantage of the higher field-effect mobility of indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) TFTs to develop a higher performing DC-DC converter with efficiency up to 66.6% [220] . This converter was designed to be integrated into displays for mobile devices as a replacement for the conventional amorphous silicon TFTs, and was therefore fabricated on glass rather than a flexible substrate.
Both IGZO and pentacene are deposited under vacuum, by evaporation or sputtering, and there remains a lack of high performing printed TFTs suitable for power electronics in PV systems. An additional challenge for TFT-based power electronics is the difficulty of achieving complementary circuits in compatible processes: IGZO is inherently n-type, for example, and p-type organic semiconductors tend to have substantially higher mobility than n-type organic semiconductors. Most circuits are thus designed using only p-type or only n-type transistors. Identifying high-performance n-type organic TFT materials is an active area of research, however, and Fuketa et al recently developed a flexible voltage regulating circuit based on complementary organic TFTs [31] . The circuit was a shunt regulator designed to protect the sensitive organic sensing circuitry in a PV-powered wearable healthcare device. By limiting the voltage of the PV module under high illuminance conditions, the addition of the voltage regulator increased the operational illuminance range by a factor of 7.3. Although a battery was not used in this demonstration, a similar organic shunt regulator could also potentially be used to protect a battery from overcharging.
Finally, two recent reports have shown integrated flexible PV systems where a PV module, battery, and power management electronics are all implemented using thin-film technology [34, 221] . Meister et al designed a system consisting of a thin-film OPV module, a thin-film NiMH battery, and IGZO TFT-based power management electronics, in a layered structure as shown in figures 14(a), (b) . Both a 6 V/14.4 mAh system and a 24 V/5.5 mAh system were demonstrated; the dimensions of each were selected to allow a full charge in 4 h under full sun. A diode-connected TFT (gate and drain connected together) was used as a blocking diode. Since the PV open-circuit voltage dropped below the battery maximum voltage under low light conditions, charge pump circuits were designed to boost the voltage and enable low-light charging. The switching signals for the charge pumps were provided by IGZO TFT ring oscillators. The low efficiency of 4% for the charge pump was justified by the argument that even a low-efficiency charge pump expands the range of lighting conditions under which the system can operate: without it the voltage under low light would be too low to charge the battery at all.
In the second integrated flexible PV system, designed specifically for indoor energy harvesting, Rieutort-Louis et al used amorphous silicon for both the PV module and the power management electronics, and a lithium-ion battery pack [34] . The system was designed both to store energy locally for powering integrated 'on-sheet' loads and to transfer power wirelessly to 'off-sheet' loads, as shown in figures 14(c), (d) . Therefore, the circuitry included battery management as well as an inverter and inductive interface for wireless power transfer. For the blocking diode, a diodeconnected TFT was compared against amorphous and nano-crystalline silicon diodes, and the amorphous silicon diode was found to provide the best balance of high on-current and low reverse leakage. The battery management circuit was designed, by optimizing the circuit topology as well as the geometries of the power transistors, to disconnect the load when the battery pack voltage dropped to its minimum allowable value of 10 V. A power of nearly 5 mW could be delivered to on-sheet loads, at an efficiency of 60%, and up to 8 mW could be transferred wirelessly at an efficiency of 21% for powering off-sheet loads. In light of the many challenges and opportunities of using thin-film components for power electronics, an important question facing the designer of a flexible PV system is which components to implement in thinfilm technology. Fabricating all of the components in the same printing or coating process has the advantages of minimal process complexity and maximum design freedom for every component. Furthermore, avoiding SMT components entirely can potentially minimize bulk and maximize flexibility of the system. However, thin-film components generally have larger footprints and lower performance (particularly in the case of TFTs) relative to their SMT counterparts, leading to serious tradeoffs. For example, if the operating frequency of a DC-DC converter is reduced in order to increase TFT performance, then greater inductance and/or capacitance is needed, requiring larger footprints and potentially increasing losses in the passives. Hybrid systems, consisting of some SMT and some thin-film components, are considered ideal for many other flexible electronics applications. In medical sensing, for example, thin-film sensors are preferable to interface with the flexible surfaces of the body, but silicon is needed for data processing [9] . Similarly, the hybrid approach may offer a good compromise for PV systems, in which the large-area components (PV module and battery) are printed and flexible, while high-performing silicon electronics are used for the power management.
The ideal power electronic circuit design depends on the application. For example, systems with lower currents and higher voltages can more easily tolerate the high resistances that characterize many thin-film components. On the other hand, if a solar module and battery can be designed with good voltage matching, the overall energy collection efficiency may be higher with no MPPT circuit than with a low-performing thin-film MPPT circuit. Once the decision has been made that an IC will be used, it is advantageous to integrate as many components as possible into the IC, so that few additional SMT components or printing steps are required. Since inductors are often the most bulky components in SMT form and most difficult to integrate into an IC, the ideal approach for a DC-DC converter may consist of SMT components plus a thinfilm inductor, or a single-chip switched-capacitor solution.
Conclusion
In summary, we have reviewed promising technologies for printed and flexible photovoltaic modules, energy storage, and power management electronics, and assessed their readiness for incorporation into integrated flexible photovoltaic energy systems. We have discussed approaches for physical integration of the components and the electrical considerations required to design a high-performing system, and conclude that the ideal system architecture is highly dependent on the illumination conditions and load profile of the particular application. Higher power PV systems tend to have more stringent requirements in terms of power efficiency, reliability and longevity, particularly in permanent outdoor installations. The realization of fully integrated printed and flexible systems on a large scale will therefore require continued research in several areas, including the development of battery technologies with good performance and stability at high temperatures and substantial improvement in performance of printed power electronic components. Hybrid approaches consisting of printed and flexible PV modules integrated with conventional power electronic components currently offer an appealing compromise. On the other hand, there have already been multiple demonstrations of integrated flexible PV energy harvesting and storage systems that can meet the low power demands of many portable and wearable electronic devices and sensor nodes. Innovative integration strategies such as shared electrodes for the PV and energy storage layers and incorporation of printed and flexible power electronic components can help to improve the flexibility and simplicity of these power systems and potentially reduce cost. The availability of high-speed and customizable printing processes, numerous printable electronic materials, and techniques for integration of printed and conventional components can also enable application-specific system design including performance optimization and integration of PV system components with load devices.
